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Oh! lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud!
I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed!
Percy Bysshe Shelley
from "Ode to the West Wind"

edited by

Katrina Belz
Brian W. Maynor

Early Fall
The proud leaves of summer
shining glossily in the sun
are bending,
not in surprised dismay
but in empty-headed joy,
toward death .
I walk by,
weeping despite them,
seeing the sunrise
through empty Victorian windows.
Cliff Foreman

Jenny Gienapp

This cup of drink
mixed into the depth of blue
brittle as the burden of that day
fill this cup with shades of heaven's hue
wash around the breathing of this stray
This bread I break
is born of bones that broke
idols to the turmoil in that side
uffer this the manna I divide
an altar of the sacrificial yoke
Now the season of a new disperse
characters of advent and the loss
supper in the form of love's design
Not a morsel to remain behind the cross

William R. English, Jr.

Glass Parasol
John Paul, you crack my spine.
Let me step on your sideboard for awhile
And see your tusks gleam white below your knee.
I sympathize - You' re so heavy.
I know what it's like to have to carry that weight,
And sometimes I feel like I, too,
Am sitting on a cornflake
Wai ting for the van to come.

Keith Jones

Charlie Newton

Revolutionary Etude
Soft Chopin, tender now and wash
Now smooth Chopin, gaily gaily gaily
Thou mahogany and gilded side to break
Streaming arpeggios gaily gaily gaily
To resolve, to solve the moment's broken
chord, to set the spoken down, Chopin.
Gaily take and gaily break open
Thou bone and ebony for a song
To solve, to save the hour's broken
Sound and send the warrior home.
Aaron Belz

ForM.
I think and peak slowly. My mind tenses; my lips are dry.
But I' II make it okay.
I'm watching my grammar. Helloes are hellish.
Slowly and simply and in short sentences. Don't get tongue tied.
Watch carefully what I say.
So I won' l mess up and look foolish.
But then you grin and say something clever and I lose all composure.
I gap
and tremble and sweat and tumble down the steps that used to be
my conversation till I end up at the bottom on my back, out of breath
and staring at the rungs climbing up to a simple sentence or two,
now looking like a greased Jacob's Ladder.
So I wrestle with your angel. And he wins every damn time.
And so I look foolish. And you laugh nervously,
pitying me and my stupidity and you leave.
And you have forgotten about me and my madman mumbling
by the time you get to the door.
But I keep shaking and fumbling and spitting out
"Is that for here or to go?" and "French fries with that?"
and limping around in circles, wondering when I can get
a rematch.

Brian W. Maynor

Evening Song

Let us stroll along the riverside
whistling Auld Lang Syne
When the city heaves her dead
upon the land
and her torches burn the sky,
virgin brothers bleeding lie ;
As the ocean sucks their remnants
over sand
to the hollow of her grave
Let's lock arms and promenade
how now, do tell and tell in rhyme
because certainly we'll die
yes,
we really must meet with death sometime
but come along now,
come along now if there's Light
we may as well keep with life.
Mark McManus

I Know What I Do
Forgive me, for I know what I do.
I walk past your raining eyes
Grasping my umbrella tight.
I sleep in the sun.
I, just the ne'er-do-well friend,
I misplace my burden secrets.
These hands of grace fa! ter.
These eyes of love lose sight.
Forgive me,
I know what I do.
Mike Hardie

Dream of Sleep
The whitewashed stones, so clean and cold await
I reach to touch them but they slowly sink The ground opens, I search within. My fate
Hides somewhere in this rotten dirt, I think,
Though it is not quite clear to me how you
Have left and come to meet me here. Your pink,
Soft flesh encapsulated in this tomb.
I laugh and slowly touch your face to see
If I am really terrified of doom .
I find you here within this darkened room
Sitting calmly and silently for me.
You tell me that the time will come quite soon,
And quietly present me with the key.
Shannon P. Quinn

Bill Higgins

This Sacred Fight

Does Dee know the words I write?
Entitled in the things I mean
Can only be found .in this sacred fight
On turfs of text the poem or scene.
Neither knight, soldier, nor comrade in arms
Slays the enemy with their pale swords
Toluene also cannot the Evil One harm
Risque or hasty words will not this gulf ford .
Until we see the battle not of flesh will be
Can only be found in this sacred fight
To construct a world that only I may see
Is not walking the path aright.
Our battle is not in grammar or letter
Nine Muses we need to construct together.

Robert Paul Wieland

In temporary strain for words
to drive the damper from your cloudy core
I face your silence to beg an advent
and emission offears scalding
yet by then the terror leaves your soul
and distance becomes your quiet eye

William R. English , Jr.

Ether
The evening calm drifts cool against my form
hyacinth cent warms dulling eyes to sleep
our iron vane does not crow of a storm
Twilight has seen her final dowry sworn
I pray the shy heir's clumsy souls to keep
the evening calm drifts cool against my form
Our lawn's wild length properly raked and shorn
I crouch and wait for rusted-hinge creak
our iron vane does not crow of a storm
his tile-perched claws clutch limply, carved to warn,
the stairs to our bedroom lie dark and steep
the evening calm drifts cool against my form
caressing my clean skin until it's torn
by the halcyon blades I've strained to reap
our iron vane does not crow of a storm
Good-wife and children's laughter poised to swarm
chalk pill shell my eyes shallow, sleep suck deep;
the evening calm drifts cool against my form
our iron vane does not crow of a storm

Mark McManus

Home
Shafts of hay, sceptered red
heads of wheat; on fire from
the sun's flaming death call.
Red mist settling on the
green pines, bringing cinnamon
weakness to green downfall.
Red clay of earth's hard
heart, blood of a thousand
stones, layered to strengthen.
Mists tumble up - only to fall
beneath, licking the feet
and knees of mountain knolls .
Black heaviness eddies - pierces
canopy sky, trapping bird's-eye
blue below, forced to shallow rolls.
Johanna Compton

Mark Michal

Necessity
What can I say to you love
About how I really feel?
An urgent burning inside me,
Coursing through my head and to heel.
Insanity run rampant.
An insatiable hunger
Consumes me from the inside.
Pain tearing ever stronger.
This always seems to happen;
Yearning but not teaming,
Thoughts colored by mud.
My weakness is a passion,
Churning, always burning;
Poisons my very blood.
You threw me on a torture rack,
Tore my arms from their nest.
You dragged me through a fire,
A gleaming knife cut my chest.
No, your lo\'e was nothing more
Than immaculate deception.
Truth unseen and truth untold,
It was beyond your perception.
I long for some compassion,
Maybe a soft look or two.
Oh, no man is an island,
Needs something to hold onto.

John Gienapp

Truth can shame more than stocks or shackles ,
but I am honor-bound to confess my fear:
pure pain it is to part my lips - my tom and tattered
heart's tongue has long lay hidden , buried ,
but ceasel_essly whispering and still so near.
Now I wish that tongue to speak, and so I reach for ink and pen ,
but first the heart I've killed must beat
and surrender its blood again ...
"The heart is deep; you must yet cut deeper!
Open your breast and bleed!
It is a painful wound?
Yes, it is a well of ink the same."
So with trembling hand I reach to raise the pen
and I sense that it, to me,
is intimately known:
There rests, in the inkwell of my blood ,
a stylus;
it is carved and crafted of my own bone.

Andrew Larsen

Symptoms
One morning she rose earl y,
Looked into her mirror, and knew.
Turning to the phone beside her bed ,
She saw that it was lying in wait,
Silently watching her fear.
Before it could sound its alarm,
She picked it up and quietly
Ripped its cord from its body.
She showered and dressed and
Marched out to face a furious sun,
Determined to be rid of it.
Shannon P. Quinn

Offspring and Technology
A maze of temples and glass covered castles
People like machines
Lives that run like clockwork
Emotion i useless, but unpreventable
Pride is to be discarded
And where, oh where in this steel factory
I there room for simple humanity?
As the price paid for morals skyrocket
And the last shred of identity
Lies in the need for pleasure
We tum to false sensations
And lo e our minds in the
Search for truth
Look around you, offspring of technology
You have bred a generation of zombies
And they are producing children
Katherine MacKenzie

Krue Brock

I do not dance infear of death;
or scamper to avoid the final waltz;
·
but rather:
grasp !ife firmly by the waist,
swirling and twirling
while singing a barbaric ballad
in nature's court.
And when the final song is sung,
when the music has died,
and mistress death
comes to claim her prize,
she enfolds me for but a second.
Then electrically,
another creature cuts in,
by authority:
Chosen to dance in supercede
and free me from the cold;
the heat:
While I am transported to another place,
transformed into another face,
And I realize The dance has just begun.

Steve Zinn

Man,
Who are you to wave your arms wildly
and shout over the rising and falling of numbers?
Who are you to send to an early, oily death
Thousands of beautiful creatures I have made?
Who are you to plot and plan and scheme
and move your atom-sized soldiers around?
Don't you know?
Don't you know I could take your world
between my thumb and forefinger
and flick it away into infinity?
Man,
Who are you to weep and rage at the loss
of one I chose to take?
Who are you to question why things are so,
and how they ever got to be that way at all?
Who are you to worry whether one you love will eat,
or drink, or die tomorrow?
Don't you know?
Don't you know I have your world and your life
in my cupped palm,
and I will never leave you or forsake you?

Rebecca G. White

I went walking where age three
thought it was free, where leaves
and trees seemed everything
and games were all.
Oblivious three not free, not ready yet to be
That three, times seven, gave to me
the guard of great machines
that made the piles
of leaves seem small.
Responsibility leaves me
not free, not ready yet to be
And that again times three
or four will bring release, an open door
to Ii berty beyond
a dreaded wall
of nakedness. I am
not free, not ready yet to be
Katrina Belz

Rachel Ferguson

Hiding Places
I hide myself among the roots of
long-necked daisies.
They lean forward to surround me.
Petal by petal they erase my presence.
With one eye, I study the roots
connecting to mother earth.
I tried once. I rubbed my face with
the juice of berries and chewed
a sassafrass root. I tried to find
my connection.
With one eye, I consume the vast
expanse of blue above me.
It breeds a restless spirit that
lifts me from the daisies and
sends me spinning in circles.
Dizzy and perspiring I make my
way back home,
glad to have been blown upright
from the protective daisies.
Elissa Pusser

Art Is For Babies

I see you
Painting your picrure
With a clotted brush,
Texturing with your fingers ,
Eating the paint as you pick
things out of your teeth,
Your momma' s milk
clotted in your bristled teeth.
You, coughing at the picture,
gritting acrylic in your teeth
and spitting it back at the canvas.
No wonder all your pictures
Stink of old milk.
I see you
Quaking moist, dripping
Cherry-red, head flattened,
Matted, bloated out
With mamma's milk.
You texture roses red with birth The petals reek of feta! brack
From an umbilical stem
Fast coagulating black and blue.
I see you.
Aaron Belz

Temptation
Marquee lights through rain
splash electric on your skin;
rub these eyes with wine.
Mark McManus

Benjamin Hawk

In Honor of Holden Caulfield
Art lies
I lie back
Spouting articulations
Playing foolish-devil's-advocateBumper-car games
With could-be truth
"I'm going to the opera"
I hear the lies and
Wish for deafness
To hide me from
Truth could be
Which might be
And will be
Lies truth could be
We know it might be true
While wandering in houses of lies
I lie down and up
Fighting walls of wittiness
Truthless lies painted me
Watch you stretch your prettiest mouth
Around those words you do and do not mean
Feel you stretch your frailest heart
Around those words you hate and mean
Vindication in destruction
I lie back
Honest and desperate
"I'm going to the opera"

Mike Hardie

Rachel Ferguson

Her Eyes
Remember the autumn when I was a comfortable child?
The dead but optimistic leaves, all shades of brown
Mesh-piled together, pleading to be swimmed in.
The .smiles that came with the sunsets
While I was still outside playing football with my brothers.
The smell of the air, giving rise to a lifting, laughing spirit
In my young love-flecked robin's egg of a heart.
Remember my mother's antique furniture around the house?
The pieces were wise and understanding
And held years of stored up rest for me.
Different colors of brown, each held
A specific sort of beauty, comfort, and usefulness.
Simple yet valued beyond all other possessions,
They promised they would never leave.
Remember the marbles I kept in a can as a boy?
Not knowing the rules of the game, but fascinated nonetheless
By the miracle of soft depth in the small, hard glass.
I kept the marbles on a cluttered shelf
Hoping, knowing they would be there if I wanted or needed them.
And my favorite one - the hard, unbreakable brown one
Always on the brink of being shattered.

Brian W. Maynor
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